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About a thousand years ago a culture of village builders flourished in the dry,
desert lands stretching from southern Colorado to the Rio Grande. The Anasazi,
ancestors of the Pueblo Indians, built amazing, many-roomed dwellings in the
recesses of cliffs. Archaeologists have studied the remains of these villages and
have gained much information about the Anasazi way of life. In the following
article, National Geographic writer Thomas Canby describes some of the findings
from Anasazi sites in New Mexico.

T H I N K  T H R O U G H  H I S T O R Y : Analyzing Causes

According to archaeologists, what probably caused the Anasazi to abandon Pueblo
Bonita in the 12th century?

Riding into Chaco Canyon in 1877, photographer William Henry Jackson
reined his mule and gazed ahead. From the parched canyon floor rose ruins of
once magnificent buildings—desiccated husks of a long-vanished culture. Yet this
northwest corner of New Mexico Territory was bleak desert, home only to a
handful of impoverished Navajo herdsmen.

Jackson carefully examined the time-gnawed masonry walls, perhaps the finest
north of Mexico. Pacing off one of the largest structures, he did some mental
arithmetic. This single building, he calculated, required hauling, shaping, and placing
30 million stones. With ten of these colossal structures visible, that would be. . . .

Before leaving, the celebrated “picture maker of the Old West” shot some pho-
tographs. Disaster! Defective film spoiled every exposure.

An earlier trip had also taken Jackson west, to Colorado. Word came that min-
ers had discovered stone dwellings tucked in cliffs rising from the Mancos River to
a great green tableland. Struggling upward, Jackson and a companion reveled in
being the first white men to enter this haunting human aerie. This time his film
was good, recording the first dramatic photographs of Mesa Verde’s famous cliff
houses.

On Jackson went, to Hovenweep, remote ruins with many stone towers strad-
dling the Colorado-Utah line. He visited Canyon de Chelly in Arizona, a breath-
taking gallery of cliff houses and rock art. Finally he reached the mesa-top homes
of the Hopis, living descendants of the mysterious ancients of the ruins.

In his pilgrimages through the Four Corners area, Jackson traversed the heart-
land of the Anasazi. Their domain, larger than California, stretched from east of
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the Rio Grande west into Nevada, and from central New Mexico and Arizona
north into Colorado and Utah.

Here, at about the time of Christ, hunter-gatherers were making the transition
from nomadic life to a sedentary existence based primarily on growing corn. In
their struggle to nurture this crop in a dry, unyielding land, the Anasazi lifted
themselves to a cultural level unsurpassed by any other prehistoric Americans
north of Mexico.

Compulsive builders, the Anasazi raised multifamily dwellings not equaled in
size in the United States until the 1870s. Though lacking the wheel and beasts of
burden, they laced their land with hundreds of miles of broad roads. To subsist by
farming, they evolved ingenious water-control devices that fed larger populations
than inhabit many of the same areas today.

Then they abandoned most of what they had built, leaving behind still another
enigma to tantalize archaeologists.

For centuries their silent towns slept, until wandering Navajos occupied a large
part of the Anasazi’s land. Contemplating the brooding remains, the Navajos
believed they were built by “alien ancient ones”—Anasazi in their Athapaskan
tongue.

Because of the ruins’ immense size and often excellent preservation, the
Southwest has received as much archaeological attention as any other prehistoric
place of comparable size on earth. A leader in this research has been the National
Geographic Society, whose support of Anasazi archaeology traces back to the
landmark excavations of Neil M. Judd in Chaco Canyon in the 1920s.

Yet such work only scratches the surface. More than 25,000 Anasazi sites have
been identified in New Mexico alone. At least this many are known in Arizona,
and thousands more in Colorado and Utah. Tens of thousands of sites doubtless
await discovery.

Today, however, these ancient ruins face perils more dire than the eroding toll
of time. Pothunters, seeking relics worth thousands of dollars on the black market,
have plundered half the known remains, although stiff new laws reduce this van-
dalism. Immense deposits of natural gas, uranium, and strip-minable coal underlie
the region. Many small but exquisite ruins that I visited soon will crumble before
draglines gouging out coal for industries here and abroad.

Ironically this same economic force that threatens the remains provides the great-
est impetus for their study. Archaeological conservation laws require surveys of jeop-
ardized sites and excavation of those considered important. Further, some concerned
energy companies carry their archaeological exploration far beyond the laws’
requirements. As a result, research has burgeoned in energy regions of the West.

The early Anasazi trod lightly on the land.
“Only a handful of sites tell us about their first settled villages,” said Dr. W.

James Judge, director of the Chaco Center, a National Park Service research facility
at the University of New Mexico. “They made homesteads by clearing a shallow
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depression and roofing it with a canopy of brush and mud. Storage pits stood
behind, and nearby they scattered trash. Among remains of game animals and wild
plants, charred corn shows that these Anasazi had become part-time farmers.”

Excavating these pit houses, archaeologists discovered that the occupants lacked
pottery and instead used vessels of fine basketry, some woven so tightly that they
may even have held water. Acknowledging their skills, scholars named these early
Anasazi the Basketmakers.

After a.d. 500 the Basketmakers made three fateful acquisitions. Pottery
arrived, probably from a southern people of the Mogollon culture, and it attained
a cherished beauty.

From a source still unknown they obtained the bow and arrow, and they devel-
oped the hafted ax. Simultaneously, agriculture grew in importance, based on
corn, pumpkin-like squash, and the bean, which brought much needed protein to
their diet.

With their lives thus enriched, the Basketmakers saw their population soar. Pit
houses expanded into most niches of the southern Colorado Plateau, even into
precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon, in the land of the western Kayenta
Anasazi.

“One of their greatest enemies was fire,” I learned from Al Lancaster, whose 50
years as a Southwest field excavator give him unique insights into the Anasazi.
“A dwelling’s fire pit was only about six feet beneath the pit-house ceiling, which
bristled with logs and brush—real tinder. A large number of houses I dug had
burned.”

This bane of the Basketmakers has proved a boon to archaeologists. Flames
that turned timbers and foodstuffs to charcoal also left them resistant to the bacte-
ria of decay, and thus ideal for dating by the radiocarbon method. The fires also
permanently fixed the magnetic alignment of iron in the heated clay, permitting
scientists to date the events through archaeomagnetism.

Fire-damaged Anasazi roofs also spurred archaeological use of tree-ring dating, a
technology that gives the Southwest a unique chronological record. By identifying
distinctive patterns of a tree’s growth as preserved in its rings, dendrochronologists
can determine when the tree lived, and even the year it was cut for a roof beam.

These dating devices show that soon after a.d. 700 the Anasazi had scaled a
new plateau in their cultural climb.

“Across their domain,” said Dr. Judge, “the Basketmakers began living in
enlarged versions of surface storage rooms behind the circular pit houses, which in
turn became kivas, focal points of ceremonial life. This transition to aboveground,
community living marks the end of the Basketmaker era and the start of the
Pueblo period, which carries down to today’s Pueblo Indians.”

At this point the Anasazi acquired another distinctive trait: They began strap-
ping their babies to hard wooden cradleboards, causing the back of the head to
flatten.
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“These characteristics—distinctive pottery, pueblo homes, community living,
shared religious practices—give the Anasazi their identity as a people,” observed
archaeologist Florence Hawley Ellis. “Never a nation or even a single tribe or lan-
guage group, they nevertheless successfully maintained their traditions across vast
expanses of distance and time.”

For the next four centuries the Anasazi—with the notable exception of those
living in Chaco Canyon—keyed their lives to the rhythm of an unkind climate.

“Much of the southern Colorado Plateau was unfit for growing corn,” observed
Dr. Kenneth L. Petersen of the Dolores Archaeological Program in Colorado.
“Even the best areas were marginal. Land lying below 5,500 feet was too dry, and
land above 7,500 feet was too cold. Even within the narrow belt suitable for corn,
local droughts and frosts struck frequently. As a result, the Anasazi constantly
were moving, looking for areas of favorable rainfall and temperature.

“Our excavations show that 2,000 to 3,000 people lived in the Dolores River
valley in the 800s, and in the next century almost all were gone. We think the
cause was a slight drop in summer temperatures. The cooler air would have set-
tled in the valley, shortening the growing season until corn became too great a
gamble.” This tactic of abandonment and rebuilding has given the Anasazi the
name “urbanized nomads.”

Formerly slaves to a fickle environment, by the 900s the Anasazi began to assert
control. They did it by manipulating water.

“Most of their water-control devices were shallow channels that diverted runoff
onto small fields,” explained Dr. Arthur H. Rohn of Wichita State University in
Kansas. “They also built check dams that collected eroding soil and held the water
that carried it. Though individually small, these devices sometimes numbered in
the hundreds in a single community.”

Probing and pondering the Anasazi’s most minute remains, including their highly
informative skeletons, experts have captured many insights into their daily lives.

Allow yourself to be carried back to the tenth century, to the pueblo occupied by
your extended family in Chaco Canyon. The fact that you are alive means you are
beating the odds: A third of your brothers and sisters died before age five. As a
youth you shepherd the village turkeys as they feed on nuts and insects. The only
domesticated animals except dogs, they provide feathers for warmth and for finery.

Your clothes are made of hides and of cotton cloth, traded from Anasazi cotton
farmers along the Little Colorado River. For stitching, your mother used the sharp
tip and attached fiber of a yucca leaf—nature’s needle and thread. The generous
wild yucca offers banana-like fruit, fibers for sandals and baskets, roots to pulver-
ize into soap, and a sweet stalk for chewing (archaeologists will find your quids by
the thousands).

If you are a woman, you probably own all the family’s personal property. One
of your possessions is a metate, a large troughed stone used for mealing corn and
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other seeds. You are its slave. Day after day you bend over it, grinding, grinding,
grinding.

If you are a man, you run the ceremonial side of life, with its focus in the kiva.
This role means much more than possessing property, for religion dominates all—
the planting, the hunt, the design of the pueblo and the kiva, the rites to bring rain.

Outside the sanctuary of the kiva a man’s life also is hard. You and a few others
carried the sandstone for the pueblo—hundreds of tons of it—block by block from
a local outcrop. The search for firewood lengthens as stands of piñon and juniper
dwindle.

At times the hunting groups fail, sometimes for weeks. Then your diet consists
largely of protein-shy corn, and hunger saps your vitality. Hint of famine brings
dread; stories tell of starving neighbors who resorted to cannibalism in their
despair.

You admire the community artists. One, a priest, occasionally goes forth with a
hard stone in hand to peck designs on cliff faces. Another, a musician, entertains
in evenings by playing a flute made from the wing bone of a golden eagle.

You reach your 40s, and you groan under the accelerating disrepairs of old age.
Arthritis torments your joints. Your teeth, worn to the gums by grit from the
metate, pain intolerably from abscesses that are eating deep into your jawbones.

The dreadful winters—surely they are growing colder. You stoke the fire until
smoke disturbs the rest of the family; at night you wedge your stiff body between
theirs to draw on their warmth.

Deep into that harsh winter you sink into a final sleep. Relatives place your
body in an empty storage room or dig a grave in the loose soil of the village trash
mound. They fold your body into a fetal position, and place beside it a few pos-
sessions to serve you on your journey to the spirit world.

In a.d. 919, according to the tree rings, workmen from Chaco Canyon cut roof
beams for a new pueblo, situated beneath the north rim where a side canyon
channeled runoff during storms. Known as Pueblo Bonito, it would be the finest
expression of North American Indian architecture.

Two other large structures also began taking shape, both situated near mouths
of side canyons. Their locations support other archaeological evidence that
Chacoans had begun to capture runoff from the canyon rim to water crops on the
canyon floor.

Within a few years the buildings were immense. Pueblo Bonito rose three stories
and embraced more than a hundred rooms; no other Anasazi building rivaled it.
Then, for almost a century, construction halted.

The lull was perhaps a strength-gathering time, a period when Chacoans were
drawing back a cultural bow that would catapult their society to its heights. As they
entered the 11th century, the people of the canyon cast off the bonds of the past and
launched an epoch of transcendent grandeur known as the “Chaco phenomenon.”
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Construction boomed, and workmen swarmed over Pueblo Bonito and its two
sister structures, tearing out old walls, building larger ones. Seven other great
pueblos rose, some little more than a bowshot apart, several situated near side
canyons.

“There was an astonishing similarity between the buildings as they grew during
the next 130 years,” said Dr. Judge as we surveyed the enormous ruins. “Despite
the long construction period, each building’s growth suggests careful planning
from the start to achieve uniformity of design.”

We paused at the base of Pueblo Bonito, its rear wall towering five stories.
“Where heights such as this were needed,” Dr. Judge explained, “lower walls were
built more than three feet thick, tapering as they rose to support each higher level.
For extra strength the builders devised a distinctive wall structure. Earth-and-stone
rubble, forming the wall’s center, was carefully worked into outside layers of sand-
stone blocks—a design we call core-and-veneer.

“Timbers for roofing the first rooms may have come from sparse stands of pine
and fir in the canyon. But soon the Anasazi were seeking beams in mountain
forests as much as 30 miles distant, and dragging or carrying them back to the
canyon. We estimate they manhandled as many as 100,000 timbers to roof the
great pueblos.”

The roof beams demanded as much craftsmanship as the stonework. “The
Chacoans weren’t content with rough, axed-off rafters,” said Dr. William J.
Robinson of the University of Arizona Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. “Using
slabs of sandstone, they sanded the beams until the ends of each were smooth.”

When finished, Pueblo Bonito held some 650 rooms and was the largest, most
complex building of its kind in the Anasazi world. The front plaza held two large
circular chambers known as great kivas, used for community functions. Eleven
other great pueblos in or near the canyon embraced another 2,000 rooms. Here,
in what is now a wasteland, stood housing for thousands.

Artifacts from the great pueblos suggest their occupants’ activities. Thousands
of turquoise beads, found among galaxies of flakes, tell of craftsmen working this
stone, possibly for trade with Mexican civilizations. Unversed in metallurgy, the
Chacoans imported small copper bells along with brilliant macaws, prized for
plumage.

Grinding rooms held ranks of stone metates, and other chambers yielded per-
sonal effects that indicate dwelling areas. Many held nothing, suggesting that they
were used for storing food and other perishables.

As they built the great pueblos, the Chacoans also were installing a vast array
of water-control devices.

“The north side of the canyon was probably covered with irrigated fields,”
explained Dr. Gwinn Vivian of the Arizona State Museum in Tucson. “The source
of the moisture was runoff from the rim that normally cascaded uselessly down
side canyons into Chaco Wash. With a system of ditches and diversion dams the
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Anasazi managed to control and distribute this flow—an ingenious means of irri-
gating without a river.”

As laborers constructed the great pueblos, at least 70 communities, similar in
design but generally smaller in scale, were rising outside the canyon. As close as a
few miles, as distant as 100, these outliers often included a great kiva and a multi-
story central house, built with core-and-veneer masonry. Most obviously were pre-
planned, and many appear to have been built from a single, standardized design.

Few outliers have been excavated by archaeologists. But many have yielded to
the shovels and bulldozers of pothunters.

In 1967 this appeared to be the fate of a mammoth outlier known as the
Salmon ruins, 40 miles north of Chaco on the banks of the San Juan River. A
developer was buying the mound to subdivide into ten-foot “digging rights” for
sale to pothunters. Seventy-two hours before the deal closed, nearby residents
hastily organized a door-to-door campaign and scraped up funds to make the
down payment.

Excavating the massive ruin, however, would require a multimillion-dollar
archaeological effort. The local residents enlisted the help of Dr. Cynthia Irwin-
Williams, an archaeologist then at Eastern New Mexico University in Portales.
After intensive fund raising and lobbying, one of the nation’s largest digs began
pouring forth information about the Chacoan outlier.

“The entire complex of nearly 300 rooms was built according to a preconceived
plan,” said Dr. Irwin-Williams. “Begun in 1088, it was virtually complete only six
years later. Loggers journeyed to Colorado’s La Plata Mountains, more than 75
miles away, to cut huge beams. The stonework was phenomenal. After the masons
shaped and placed each block, they smoothed it further by pecking with a hard
stone, then gave it a final sheen by sanding.”

Salmon held a great kiva, but its centerpiece was a commanding structure
known as the Tower Kiva. Rising from the second story of the town, the tower’s
six-foot-thick walls were supported by solid buttresses similar in principle to those
of Europe’s cathedrals.

Two centuries after it was built, the Tower Kiva became a theater for tragedy.
Fire started nearby, and two matrons herded a group of 50 children onto the sanc-
tuary roof. But the fire spread. Soon the roof crashed down with the screaming
crowd, the heat so great it melted sand on the floor. When archaeologists uncov-
ered the scene, scorched skeletons showed that many children had died in each
others’ arms.

The surge that built the Chacoan outliers produced other works. In a 1970
report on the water system, Gwinn Vivian included mention of Anasazi “roads.”
Though known to local Navajos and mentioned in earlier reports, the alleged net-
work had left archaeologists skeptical: Why would a people lacking vehicles have
built elaborate highways?
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To study the system, the Chaco Center examined aerial photographs, some
taken by Charles Lindbergh soon after his solo flight across the Atlantic in 1927.
Faint lines hinted of a web of roads, most of them radiating out from Chaco
Canyon. The threat of energy development recently generated an intensive surface
study under the direction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), custodian of
the largest part of the system lying on public lands.

“The roads usually ran arrow straight regardless of the terrain,” explained
BLM archaeologist John Stein as we walked the sandy soil north of the canyon.
“Usually they were 30 feet wide, with the beds scooped down to bedrock or clay
hardpan.

“A few segments are easy to detect at eye level, such as where the Chacoans cut
paths through high dunes, built low stone curbs, or carved steps to scale cliff
faces.

“But most of the roads in the aerials are invisible on the ground. To find them,
we looked for pottery sherds—remains of the many pots that probably broke dur-
ing transport. Like here at our feet.”

I looked down. Hundreds of sherds paved a path about 30 feet wide, stretching
far ahead. We followed it, among the first pedestrians in almost a millennium.

“We call this the Great North Road,” Mr. Stein continued. “It runs past several
outliers almost to the Salmon ruins, then vanishes in present-day development
along the San Juan River. Most of the roads connect outliers.”

Exhaustively analyzing the aerial photographs, Gretchen Senter Obenauf, now
of the BLM, has identified nearly 500 miles of possible roads, and speculates that
many more await discovery. Five major roads converge at Pueblo Alto, a hundred-
room ruin on the canyon rim that could have served as a trade center. At times
two roads run parallel. At one point the Great North Road swells to four separate
lanes, wider than many of today’s interstates.

To complement the road system, the Chacoans appear to have devised a com-
munication network, operated from high mesa tops scattered throughout the
region. Some experts are skeptical, but one school of thought holds that these sites
were located so that fires, or sunlight reflected by mica mirrors, could have been
seen for great distances between outliers, and between outliers and the canyon.

Like other agrarians, the Chacoans set their ceremonial and planting calendar
by close observation of solar cycles. To monitor the sun’s seasonal progressions,
they devised a solar observatory atop Fajada Butte, a 443-foot stump-shaped
promontory rearing abruptly from the canyon floor. Spiral patterns, carved into
native rock, caught shafts of light between other rocks precisely at the solstices
and equinoxes. Discovered in 1977 by artist Anna Sofaer, this Chacoan “sun dag-
ger” is widely regarded as the prehistoric Southwest’s most sophisticated astro-
nomical device.

Sun dagger, long-distance communications, mysterious roads, mammoth build-
ings, outliers. . . . What social system created these sophisticated ingredients of the
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Chaco phenomenon? Answers to this great riddle of archaeology run the gamut of
speculation.

Chaco’s undoubted contact with Mexico, combined with architectural features
common to the two areas, leads many scholars to embrace a hypothesis often
referred to as the “Mexican connection.”

“The two cultures had many common economic goals as well,” asserted Dr.
Charles C. Di Peso, director of the Amerind Foundation. Excavator of the colossal
Casas Grandes ruin in nearby northern Mexico, Dr. Di Peso believes that a mer-
chant class in that city designed a Chacoan-like exchange system that operated
trading outposts for dealing in turquoise and other exotics, with a road network
that led north into the land of the Anasazi.

Support for the Mexican connection came from Alden Hayes, a respected for-
mer Park Service archaeologist. “Too much happened too fast to have been a local
happening,” said Mr. Hayes. “The jump from one- to five-story buildings, the
roads and astronomical observatory, the complex social organization they imply—
it’s too much to accept without outside influence.”

Another camp explains Chaco in terms of events that occurred within the area
itself—a school of thought Dr. Judge labels “local boys made good.”

“A key lies in the Chacoans’ water-control system,” said Dr. Vivian, a leading
spokesman for this view. “To manage the water-diversion gates and canals and
prevent washouts during violent downpours required a vast labor pool. The work-
men would have lived in the great pueblos, which also stored the crops. When not
involved with agriculture, people built the roads and great pueblos, both of which
were partly make-work. Excess population was siphoned off to the outliers.”

Midway between these camps stands a third group that takes a regional
approach to the phenomenon.

Dr. Judge contends that the great pueblos, outliers, and roads formed the frame-
work of an immense distribution system, administered from the canyon pueblos
and designed to even out the availability of food in an area of variable climate.
When patchy rains brought local scarcity, signal fires beaming from shrine to
shrine may have borne the message to administrators back at Chaco. They in turn
could have requisitioned foods from areas enjoying surpluses, or dispatched stores
kept in the great pueblos, which served as massive silos.

A number of archaeologists liken Chaco to a Hudson’s Bay Company, in which
relatively few agents organized the outliers to control local trade. Others see the
great pueblos serving as largely ceremonial centers—meccas visited by pilgrims
thronging the roads. This theory explains the puzzling scarcity of human burials at
the great pueblos. An intriguing theory formulated by Albuquerque archaeologist
Michael P. Marshall holds that the great pueblos were creations of the outlying
districts, built as a sort of federal city for handling the outliers’ trade and political
alliances.

The roads hold the greatest of Chacoan enigmas. “Engineering them may have
required more energy than building the great pueblos and outliers combined,” said
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Michael Marshall. Adding little to the efficiency of foot-borne carriers, they per-
haps served to symbolize the system’s authority and to employ seasonally surplus
labor.

By a.d. 1085 Pueblo Bonito stood virtually complete, although work continued
on the other great pueblos. They hummed to the routine of everyday life: the end-
less grinding of corn, the bickering of traders, the tapping of masons shaping
stones, the soft footfalls of sandaled porters bearing foods along with other goods.

When storm clouds gathered and thunder signaled a summer downpour, people
abandoned their tasks and rushed to the waterworks to manage the runoff that
would spill from the canyon rim.

On mesas beyond the canyon, porters plied the roads bearing roof beams, fire-
wood, food, and trade goods: pottery, baskets, and cloth. Messengers sped the
spoken word between canyon and outliers; by night, lights on mesa-top shrines
could have carried communications to distant points.

In the mid-1100s this even tempo faltered. Work on the great buildings halted.
Gradually the social system collapsed, and before long most Chacoans enacted the
Anasazi’s ultimate response to stress: They abandoned the area.

What triggered the collapse?
The tree rings, faithfully keeping their chronicle, show that about 1150 drought

struck, drought that would become more widespread and protracted than living
Anasazi had ever known. As desiccation intensified and vegetation withered, erod-
ing arroyos slashed the fields, lowering the water table and further crippling crops.

“With the entire system afflicted simultaneously, no part could respond to
another’s need,” observed Dr. Linda S. Cordell, who with colleague Fred Plog has
contributed numerous thoughtful analyses of the Anasazi. “And when the system
collapsed, they were unable to return to the high level of energy necessary to
reestablish it.”

“When you look at the arid area it occupied,” said Alden Hayes as an epitaph,
“Chaco was a poor idea in the first place. It’s a wonder it lasted as long as it did.”

As Chaco writhed in its death throes, the Anasazi living on Mesa Verde were
achieving their moment of destiny. Moving from the mesa top, for reasons still
unknown, they descended to the tableland’s vertical cliffs. There, beneath scores of
rock overhangs, they built their citadels of stone.

Where Chaco stands as a monument to a grand design, Mesa Verde rings out as
the Anasazi anthem. With a sweep of the eye I read this song from the overlook at
Sun Point, my favorite vantage within the national park. Stone structures cling to
the cliffs like notes of a long-silent chord. Small dainty structures struck the high
notes, while the bass echoed from enormous Cliff Palace, embracing 225 rooms.

“As large as that seems,” warned Dr. Rohn of Wichita State, “recall that the
park ruins reflect only a small fraction of the population that we call Mesa Verde
Anasazi. Probably 95 percent of them lived off the mesa, some in giant communi-
ties that held thousands. More people lived in parts of southwestern Colorado
then than now.”
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With Dr. Rohn I visited ruins scattered northwest of Cortez—low, sprawling
mounds covering acres, hoary with sage and juniper. “The remains don’t attract
attention because they lack dramatic standing walls,” said Dr. Rohn. “Yet some
hold a thousand rooms, a hundred kivas. Their very size frightens away archaeol-
ogists; to excavate even one would cost a fortune.”

The succession of droughts that had brought down Chaco persisted, and in the
1200s came the added peril of increasing cold. Spring arrived late, autumn struck
early, and frosts preyed on crops.

But the Mesa Verde Anasazi hung on. “Nature favored them,” said Dr. Petersen
of the Dolores Program.

“From Mesa Verde west to Blanding, Utah, the Anasazi occupied the Great
Sage Plain, a 4,000-square-mile area tilting slightly to the south. This tilt toward
the sun creates a warm ‘solar oasis’ that extends the growing season a few crucial
weeks.”

As the 13th century wore down, the cliff dwellers of Mesa Verde mounted a
heroic effort to appease the gods. Above the mesa’s strongest springhead they
began construction of a magnificent masonry temple. Housing kivas three walls
thick, it probably was oriented to record the annual seasons of the sun.

“I believe the Sun Temple represents a last great effort, born of despair, to read
the heavens, to fathom the reason for the ordeal,” said University of New Mexico
anthropologist Alfonso Ortiz, himself a Pueblo Indian. “But before the temple was
complete, the Mesa Verdeans too gave up hope and abandoned their homes.”

Across most of the Four Corners region the land emptied. Silence claimed the
teeming towns of the Great Sage Plain, the cliff dwellings of Canyon de Chelly
and Tsegi Canyon, the parched western reaches of the Kayenta Anasazi.

For some, abandonment meant only a localized disruption. Anasazi who
dwelled in Homolovi, a complex of thousands of rooms near Winslow, Arizona,
simply climbed the bold mesas lying to the north, where they joined their relatives,
the ancestors of today’s Hopis.

Some moved south, to beckoning green mountains of the Mogollon people. As
with refugees everywhere, they were not always welcomed. At Point of Pines, a
large Mogollon community in Arizona, archaeologist Emil Haury found evidence
that the local populace rose up against an enclave of Anasazi immigrants and
burned them out, then built a protective stockade around the town as if fearful of
retaliation.

A number of the émigrés, however, made their way eastward, across the
Continental Divide. Settling among their kind in the valley of the Rio Grande,
they developed the final phase of Anasazi culture.

Since Basketmaker times a scattering of Anasazi had occupied the Rio Grande,
from south of Albuquerque north to the present pueblo of Taos. Along with the
gradual arrival of the immigrants came an increase in rainfall, and the communi-
ties flourished.
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“The speed of the buildup was breathtaking,” asserted Dr. Douglas W.
Schwartz, president of the School of American Research in Santa Fe and excavator
of Arroyo Hondo Pueblo. “About a.d. 1300 three families moved into an area
above a spring and founded Arroyo Hondo. Within 30 years the population had
soared to 1,500. The same happened all along this stretch of the river. Had more
of these Anasazi built with stone instead of mud, the Rio Grande would be lined
with dramatic ruins.”

With Stewart Peckham, a veteran archaeologist at the Museum of New Mexico,
I flew the upper Rio Grande to inspect these sprawling adobe citadels. Mr.
Peckham pointed out the gaunt bones of Pecos Pueblo, occupied until 1838 by
Anasazi descendants. We skimmed over the vague outline of Galisteo Pueblo, near
a long igneous outcrop that the Anasazi had adorned with rock art.

Northward, Bandelier National Monument cupped homes and apartment caves
hewn into canyon walls. Beyond marched more ruins, many holding hundreds of
rooms: Puyé, Ku, Te’ewi, Sapawe, Posi. Most bore the craters of pothunters. Farther
north, at the limit of corn country, lay the stark ruin of Palisade, whose 60 rooms
protected by a stockade had been inhabited for only four years in the early 1300s.

Frequently I saw rectangular plots that appeared darker than surrounding fields.
These marked an ingenious Anasazi effort to cultivate their hardscrabble land.

“I’ve identified seven different ways that the Rio Grande Anasazi coped,” said
Dr. David Bugé, formerly of California’s Occidental College. “The dark fields you
saw were mulched with gravel; there may have been thousands of acres of them.
Stone mulch reduced the amount of water lost to evaporation, which explains why
the fields produce lusher plant growth even today.”

Intensive farming, supplemented by foraging and the raising of turkeys, sup-
ported large numbers of Anasazi along the Rio Grande from the 14th century
through the 16th. That population density was creating problems for Kit and
Arnold Sargeant, who had recently purchased an old adobe home in
Albuquerque’s North Valley area.

“We suspected that the gentle rise under our house was the ruins of a pueblo,”
said Mrs. Sargeant, showing me around. “As an archaeologist myself I planned
someday to do a small excavation, literally in my backyard. But we didn’t bargain
for this!” she said, eyeing three large excavations.

“It began when I made a test pit where Arnold planned to put in a pool, and
found crumbled adobe walls. Later we tested an area where we wanted to build a
studio and encountered a small plaza surrounded by room blocks.” We viewed the
prospective studio, a hole 12 feet deep showing six different village levels.
“Someday it will make a neat wine cellar,” Mrs. Sargeant said.

For the Anasazi of the Rio Grande, a valued source of food lay available to the
east. There, Indians of the southern plains—perhaps Apaches—hunted buffalo,
whose fat and dried meat the Anasazi prized.
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“From Taos to Socorro we find buffalo remains along the Rio Grande, where
no bison grazed,” said Dr. Richard I. Ford of the University of Michigan. “And on
the Great Plains of Texas—buffalo country—we find Anasazi corn and pottery.
This meant a trade network stretching more than 200 miles and crossing sharp
cultural and language boundaries. Perhaps Plains Indians’ dogs pulled travois that
carried buffalo products westward and returned carrying Anasazi corn.”

Always adept at painting and chipping designs on rocks, the Anasazi polished
another art form during their flowering along the Rio Grande. “They painted mar-
velous murals on kiva walls,” explained Dr. Jerry Brody, director of the University
of New Mexico’s Maxwell Museum. “These usually portrayed ritual themes of the
supernatural world, such as symbols for clouds and lightning, and other devices
associated with rainfall. The art also records details of the kachina cult, whose
benign spirits are portrayed by the masked figurines so prominent in Pueblo reli-
gion today.”

To see kiva art, I drove north of Albuquerque to Kuaua, a huge complex of
1,000 rooms restored at Coronado State Monument. Kiva walls, some bearing 85
coats of plaster, exhibited scenes of spirit dancers invoking rain and other blessings.

In this great adobe town the Anasazi lifeway encountered a force it could not
surmount. From the south in 1540 came a strange procession: fair-skinned men
encased in shiny metal, astride fearsome four-legged beasts.

For Francisco Coronado and his band of Spaniards, Kuaua was a place to win-
ter during the quixotic search for cities of gold.

For the Anasazi, the Spanish entrada signaled a profound wrenching of 15 cen-
turies of cultural development. Spanish officials seized farmlands, exacted tribute,
and attacked the religion of the people they called the Pueblos. Navajos pressed in
from the north, harassing the Pueblos. Soon the arrival of Anglos would impose
new stresses.

Despite all, much of the Anasazi tradition survives with today’s Pueblo Indians.
Stolidly, stubbornly private in their ways, the Pueblos preserve this past with a
tenacity as enduring as the silent ruins.

Source: “The Anasazi” by Thomas Canby, from National Geographic, November
1982, pp. 554–592. Used by permission of National Geographic Society.
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T H I N K  T H R O U G H  H I S T O R Y : ANSWER

Archaeological evidence shows that in the 1100s a widespread and protracted drought
struck. This drought destroyed the Anasazi’s ability to raise crops and eventually forced
them to abandon their settlement.
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